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EST Warns Supply of Kissies May Not
be Enough to Combat South 40 Boo-Boo
Outbreak
N

oting a disturbing
rise in the number of
boo-boo
diagnoses
made by SHS this month,
EST officials warned that
the group may not have
a large enough supply of
kissies to treat the growing
outbreak among students.
While September is known
as peak season for ouchies
and oopsies as new freshmen
adjust to their surroundings, this season’s boo-boo
outbreak has surpassed all
official projections.
“If we run out of kissies,
who will make the boo-boos
all better?” said EST medic
Aaron Davis. “We have a
backup supply of Scooby-Doo
bandages, and we’re trained
to administer lollypops in
emergencies, but kissies are
the only real way to take a
real nasty boo-boo and make

it all okey dokey.”
Freshmen and elderly
grad students are at the
highest risk for developing
boo-boos, but all students
should be on the lookout for
scrapes and bumps that can
develop into more serious
kissie-resistant
injuries. If left
untreated, officials say these
ouchies can make
you feel really
super duper icky
and can only
be treated with
drastic measures
like forced early
bedtime.
“Freshmen
should take care
to avoid high
boo-boo
risk
activities
like
roughhousing

in the common room or
crossing the street without
an adult,” said Davis. “And
absolutely no riding the Circ
without a helmet.”

Wake me up when
September ends

PRICE: Three Galleons, Two Sickles, and 1 Nutsack
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Unfazed by Debate Rejection, Johnson
Forges Ahead in Campaign
A

s
the
University
prepares itself for the
upcoming
presidential debate between Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump,
an increased sense of excitement can be felt throughout
campus.
Less
excited,
however, is Libertarian Party
candidate Gary Johnson, who
failed to gain the 15% support
in national polls needed to be

invited to the debate.
With his schedule freed
up, Gary Johnson delivered a press conference last
weekend detailing his plans
for the rest of the campaign
season. At the press conference, Johnson said he was
taking his rejection “in
stride.”
“Yeah, I didn’t see this
coming, but it’ll be nice to

finally have a night off. [The
media] has really been on
my tail, so it will be great
to get a little me time,”
Johnson told reporters while
cracking open his second
pint of Ben and Jerry’s.
“Really it’s the best of both
worlds: I won’t be on stage
making a fool of myself, and
I’ll be able to catch up on
The Bachelor.”
His campaign team
is still actively preparing
Johnson
for
upcoming
debates in case he passes
the 15% threshold. However,
at Johnson’s request, the
team has abandoned practicing behind a podium
and Johnson now spends
“hours” debating a pretend
Hillary and Trump in the
shower. As of press time,
his team reports Johnsonholding a 10% win rate in
his practice debates.
Johnson exclaimed, “If you don’t
appreciate “The Tonight Dough”
then you’re a fucking psycho.”
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Freshman Haunted by Demon Stupidly More
Worried about Making Friends
Freshman Jeremy Morrison
reported recently that he was
feeling “very nervous,” but
foolishly because he feared he
“wouldn’t fit in at college,” and
not because of the ancient and
maleficent being Ieriub’hxal
that has haunted him since
a rather unfortunate visit to
Madam Beelzebub’s Antique
Shop and Hotdog Shack back in
2011.
“I don’t know, being on a
freshman floor is just so intimidating!” said Morrison, his voice
notably cracking at the thought
of impressing mere mortal
humans, rather than the soul
crushing dread of Ieriub’hxal,
an entity who’s terror stopped
the hearts of Assyrian men,
who lurked just feet behind
Morrison, his twisted, sulfur
finger carving the mark of the
beast into the dorm room wall.
“What if [the other students]
don’t like me,” Morrison added.
Reports indicate Morrison
sat in his room for nearly an
hour plotting a “casual” trip
down the hall to “run into” a
floormate, stupidly ignoring a
chance to “high-key” consult
the Catholic Student Center’s
exorcist division, whose priests
may stand a chance against the
primal, otherworldly evil chan-

neled into this dimension through
the entity known as Ieriub’hxal.
Also on Morrison’s mind was the
night’s floor meeting, and who he
would sit next to, but not the way
the setting sun only strengthened
Ieriub’hxal’s power to control the
shadows, and sharpened his spiny,
goblin teeth.
When asked for comment via
Ouija board, Ieriub’hxal reportedly responded with a bloodcurtling, inhuman scream that

shattered glass and made rodents
and insects scurry from the walls
before dropping dead in droves,
which expert demonologists interpreted as meaning approximately,
“This Jeremy kid is such a tool, no
wonder none of these little punks
like him. But fuck me if I’m not
the biggest chump of them all for
following this shit-stain around
for five years now. God I hate
myself.”
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Open Discussion for Democracy and Disagreement
Ends in Fatal Stabbing
The University-hosted Open Discussion for Democracy and Disagreement
took an unexpected turn September
14th when it suddenly ended in a fatal
stabbing. The incident stemmed from a
disagreement between freshman Austin
Wilson and junior Lauryn SaundersBrownstein
“Austin was totally out of control,”
claimed a witness who refuses to label
herself with an oppressive human
name. “He had the audacity to mansplain to Lauryn that thought it was
inappropriate when she showed up to
the meeting naked and on fire.” Sources
indicate that Saunders-Brownstein, who
self-identifies as a forest fire, then called
for Wilson to check his privilege as a cislife-form-white-male, but he failed to do
so. In a beautiful display of fiery might,
Saunders-Brownstein
then
tacked

Wilson to the ground, pulled out a butcher’s
knife, and stabbed him for each microaggression that had occurred throughout the
discussion.
Paramedics quickly arrived on the scene
to tend to those affected by Wilson’s failure
to check his privilege. Medical reports indicate that the paramedics were lucky to get
there as quickly as they did, and none of
Wilson’s victims sustained any permanent
emotional damage.
In a University-wide email, Chancellor
Wrighton wrote, “It is my sincere hope that
this campus never again is faced with the
misfortune of having one of our students
presented with an opinion with which
they disagree. If there is any solace to this
tragedy, it’s that a member of our student
body had the courage to stand up and make
the campus a safer place by stabbing another
student 47 times in the chest.”

WUSA Drops Out of School to Pursue Culinary
Ambitions
This week sophomore Jessica Abrams has tinkering around with different types of
officially declared to her friends and family Sprite, and I think I’ve finally nailed it!” She
that she will no longer be attending Wash revealed that Sprite Zero was the key ingreU. Abrams explained her departure in an
dient.
emotional facebook post: “Dearest friends
Later during the interview, Abrams
and loved ones. It fills me with great excite- told us that leaving Wash U was one of the
ment to say that I am heading on to bigger “hardest decisions of [her] life,” but in the
and better things. As many of you know this
end, she had no choice
year I became a WUSA for Dardick 4 and in
but to follow her
my few weeks as such I have realized my true “passion” and “natural
calling. Baking.”
gift”. Through her
Despite the rigors and pressure of a profes- three weeks making
sional kitchen, Abrams believes she’s up for cakes from box mix
the challenge. When our reporters arrived
and soda she feels that
to her dorm room in Elliot, Abrams was hard
everyone will love her
at work over her Easy Bake oven, putting the cooking as much as
finishing touches on stirring around a bowl her constantly stress
of Funfetti mix.
eating residents do.
“Over the past month, I’ve made about 6
Abrams
also
Funfetti cakes for my WUSA floor. The first commented that she
two were a little undercooked, but I’ve been
knows her residents

will be crushed, to which Dardick 4 freshman
Lenny Burns responded, “Jessica who? Oh the
chick who brings cakes? Yeah I guess she’s cool.”
As of press time, the Student Health Services
has noticed an uptick in cases of salmonella
poisoning due to undercooked food.

Now known as “WUSA eague” without Jessica.
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You know, it’s pretty good
so far. I’m really excited to
have found a community of
brothers who already really
seem to care about me and my
needs as a human and global
citizen. I feel like they’re
already pushing me to be a
better student, person and

Counter-Point

Pledging Beta
is Great!

Pledging Alpha Delt
is Great!

By: Nick Williams
Beta Theta Pi Pledge

By: Jeff Tannenbaum
Alpha Delta Phi Pledge

community member. It’s
amazing to have a group of
dudes who are so open and
honest with their feelings
and so willing to support one
another.

You know, it’s pretty good
so far. I’m really excited to have
found a community of brothers
who already really seem to care
about me and my needs as a
human and global citizen. I feel
like they’re already pushing me
to be a better student, person

and community member. It’s
amazing to have a group of
dudes who are so open and
honest with their feelings
and so willing to support
one another.
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Citing Lack of Diversity, Physics
Department Grants Tenure to
Freshman Who Withdrew from Class
As the semester kicks into
high gear for many Washington University students,
freshman Samantha Kline
has an exciting new job-- a
fully tenured position as a
professor of physics. Last
Monday morning, while
trying to withdraw from her
introduction to Physics class,
Kline pushed the wrong
button and instead became
a fully tenured professor in
the Physics department.
“I really wasn’t getting
physics at all, and it wasn’t
useful for my major, so
I thought I’d drop it,”
Samantha told a reporter
from her office in Dunker
104. “Like most other

agreements I sign on the
internet, I didn’t read the
terms of dropping the
class.”
Indeed, plagued by
criticism in recent years for
its lack of gender diversity,
the physics department
this year decided to grant
full tenureship to the first
female who dropped the
class.
“Sure it’s a weird way to
do things, but we’re always
trying to come up with
creative solutions here,”
said department chair Tom
Turner. “She won’t actually be teaching any classes
until next semester, which
gives her more time than

many of our other professors to prepare for her
class!”
Despite her sudden
appointment, Samantha is
still determined to make
the most of her college
experience.
“It’s hard to find the
time, but I still try to go
to WUSA floor hours and
hang out with my floormates,” Samantha said.
“Next semester I really
want to join Greeklife.
I just hope my teaching
schedule doesn’t get in the
way of recruitment!”

How do You Deal With Stress?
With the semester underway and the class of 2020 learning the ropes here at WashU,
one of the biggest issues on the minds of freshmen is stress. To help out with the
transition to the heightened academic and social rigor of college, WUnderground
polled current students: How do you deal with stress?

Uncle Joe’s
Peer
Counseling

Utilizing one or more
free counseling
appointments at SHS

Reminding self
of long-term
academic and
career goals

Binge drinking.
Decompressing
with friends and
ensuring time
for self-care

100%

Top 10...
Best Walls

10. Great Wall of China
9. Waluigi
the Kool Aid Man breaks
8. Wall
through
7. Walrus Cup
6. John Wall
middle school’s computer
5. Your
firewall that you and your

friends found out how to get
through to watch porn during
lunch

4. Pink Floyd’s
“The Wall”

3. Walmart
2. Wall-E
great, beautiful wall that
1. The
will block off Frat Row and

the AC. It’s going the greatest,
biggest wall you have ever
seen. Period.

What Do You Think?

Whispers is now a giant hole. What do you think?

Jose

Ned Torota

Brett, 23

Courtney Mills-Henning

George Washington

Chilean Miner

Guy who really likes to fight in holes

You met on tinder

Basic

You can call him “Daddy,” too

“Ay dios mio.”

“Fuck yeah.”

“I could fill
that hole ;)”

“Ugh where will
I get my light
soy mayan
mocha now?!”

“Expected completion
2018? My sla... I mean
employees could finish
within a fortnight!”

